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The Third Edition of this successful textbook introduces students to the major concepts, models, and approaches surrounding the
public sector. Now fully updated to include coverage of the New Public Management (NPM), The Public Sector is the most
comprehensive textbook on theories of public policy and public administration. The Public Sector is introduced within a three-part
framework: public resource allocation, redistribution and regulation. Jan-Erik Lane explains the basic concepts of each of these
broad areas, and goes on to examine their consequences for various approaches to the making and implementation of public
policy. The book explores models of management, effectiveness and
Climate of the Romanian CarpathiansVariability and TrendsSpringer
It is only a decade ago that the eighteenth-century distinction between civil society and the state seemed old-fashioned, an object
of cynicism, even of outright hostility. In this important new book, John Keane shows how, in a wholly unexpected reversal of
fortunes, this antiquated distinction has since become voguish among politicians, academics, journalists, business leaders, relief
agencies and citizens' organizations. John Keane examines the various sources and phases of the dramatic world-wide
popularization of the term. He traces its reappearance in a wide range of contexts - from China to Tunisia, from South Africa to the
emerging European Union - and clarifies the conflicting grammars and vocabularies of the language of civil society. Considerable
care is taken to highlight the different possible meanings of the distinction between civil society and the state. Keane also takes the
reader into previously uncharted intellectual territory by demonstrating that the civil society perspective contains unharnessed
potentials: that it is possible to develop bold new images of civil society that alter the ways in which we think about matters such as
power, property, violence, politics, publicity and democracy. Written with style and imagination, this important book by John Keane
will be of great interest to students and scholars in politics, media studies, sociology, social and political theory, and to a broader
public audience interested in the central debates and political developments of our time.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION: CONCEPTS AND CASES offers a unique and highly regarded framework in which
conceptual readings are paired with contemporary case studies that reflect real-world examples of administrative work,
as well as new thinking and developments in the field. Case studies and examples cover topics such as the Columbia
space shuttle disaster, the shootings at Columbine High School, and the war in Iraq making it easy to engage students in
the readings. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
J. Steven Ott's Understanding Nonprofit Organizations: Governance, Leadership, and Management is a collection of the
most insightful and most recent readings about the challenges of managing a nonprofit organization in the United States.
The anthology examines the distinctiveness of nonprofit organizations through the writing of scholars, consultants, and
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practicing executives. It focuses on governing, leading, and managing nonprofit organizations and how nonprofit
organizations differ from both the public and private sectors. The 37 chapters speak to the most important functions,
contextual factors and internal functions, concepts, and issues that face today's leaders and managers of nonprofit
organizations. Understanding Nonprofit Organizations: Governance, Leadership, and Management is an ideal text for use
in graduate and upper-division undergraduate survey courses on nonprofit organizations and management.
T-Kits (Training kits) are a product of the Partnership Agreement on European Youth Worker Training run by the CoE and
the European Communities Commission
This work looks at how research diagnoses of urban problems in the US have influenced (and been influenced by) policy responses to those
problems. Issues include economic development, education, poverty, family support, housing, intergovernmental financial relations and racial
discrimination.
Developments in the European Union brings together specially-commissioned chapters by leading authorities, rigorously edited into an
accessible student text to provide an up-to-date introduction to the EU after ratification of the Amsterdam Treaty. The book ranges broadly
over policy areas and provides extensive coverage of the economic, social and legal dimensions of the EU and its changing composition and
place in the world.
Project Management A total, interactive guide to keeping your projects on schedule, within budget, and up to spec—every time! This unique
interactive tutorial does something that no other guide on the market can: it gives you an opportunity to learn firsthand all the ins and outs of
project management. While other guides simply describe what works and what doesn't, this book/software package lets you find out for
yourself by first schooling you in state-of-the-art project management principles and practices, and then immersing you in a simulated
environment in which you're required to think and act like a seasoned project manager. As you work through a variety of simulated projects,
your progress is monitored by a savvy mentor who analyzes your decisions, poses a number of realistic problems that you solve using
Microsoft Project, and offers invaluable advice and guidance on how to do it even better next time. The first and only truly hands-on guide to
successful project management ever created, Effective Project Management: Provides novices with a complete introduction to the principles
of sound project management Offers experienced project managers an opportunity to fine-tune their skills Describes all the proven
management tools and techniques you need to stay on schedule and within budget without compromising quality Adheres to the Project
Management Institute's curriculum outline (PMBOK) and follows the necessary course requirements for professional certification Provides a
simulated environment on CD-ROM in which to apply the principles, tools, and techniques described in the book

A collection of essays by commentators on Europe, addressing a range of issues in the debate, from the "enlargement"
of the EU, or the Maastricht convergence criteria, to controversies over "federalism" and democractic accountability, or
the international competitiveness of the European "bloc"
While people profess a disdain for politics, in a democracy politics is the primary vehicle for citizens to influence the
decisions and decision makers that shape public policy at every level. This widely acclaimed work provides an overview
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of public policymaking in all its aspects along with basic information, tools, and examples that will equip citizens to
participate more effectively in the policymaking process. It is intended for use in internships and service-learning
programs, but will serve equally as a resource for any organized effort to involve citizens in community service and the
exercise of civic responsibility. This updated edition includes an all-new case study on the issue of immigration, and all
other case studies have been revised.
Praise for the first edition: 'The authors..... are to be congratulated for producing a usable summary of the diverse writings
on the European... Nelsen and Stubb have broken new ground with this reader.' - Journal of European Integration 'Highly
accessible to students; each reading is clearly prefaced, set in context, and carefully and honestly abridged' - Talking
Politics Already established as the leading collection of readings on the theory and practice of European integration, the
second edition includes many new extracts in response to feedback from readers and adopters. The book brings together
the views of key actors in the fifty year history of the European Union with a selection of key theoretical contributions to
the understanding of European integration from the 1950s to the present. Each extract is set in context and summarised
by a brief editorial introduction.
This book is a comprehensive climatic monograph, which addresses one of the most complex mountain environments in
Europe, the Carpathians Chain, focusing on the branches that lie over Romania. The volume aggregates high quality
input data, state-of-the-art techniques, regional analysis and overview perspectives, while addressing the spatial and
temporal patterns of the main climatic elements. The study covers the period 1961-2010, for the present climate, while
the perspective is extended up to 2050. The main climatic elements (e.g. air temperature, precipitation, wind) are
analyzed, but some specific variables like snow depth and snow cover are also examined, both in terms of average
behaviour and extreme characteristics. This is the first synthesis addressing the climate of this mountain region, and it
provides useful information for scientists, mountain stakeholders, decision-makers and general public.
This clear and engaging text examines the process and politics of the UnionOs OEasternO enlargement, beginning with
its initial response to the 1989 revolution up through the Helsinki summit decisions of December 1999.
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